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Latin Generation Panel (GP) Meeting 

Notes from meeting on 5 April 2018 

Meeting Attendees (in alphabetical order) 

 WG members: 

1. Bill Jouris 

2. Dennis T. Tanaka 

3. Hazem Hezzah 

4. Mats Dufberg 

5. Mirjana Tasić 

Staff: 

6. Pitinan Kooarmornpatana 

7. Sarmad Hussain 

 

Meeting Notes  

The GP discussed the following agenda items: 

 

1. Code point repertoire table. The WG finalized and accepted the reference indexing in 

the repertoire table prepared by ICANN staff.  

2. Letter to the community calling for the information for variant. The GP discussed 

that there are two target audiences; GP members and non-GP members which could be 

general users or national or regional linguistic organizations. It was agreed that the 

message should be simple. It should inform readers about the context of the work and 

request for information of any interchangeable characters in their language. ICANN staff 

could assist to circulate the message to relevant organizations and keep track of the 

responses.  

3. Principals for variant analysis.  The chair requested all members to review the current 

draft to fill in the suggestions to be finalized in the next call.  

4. Status of the Drafting WG. It was agreed that the finalized repertoire would be added 

when the proposal is nearly completed, to prevent unintended changes in the table. The 

GP requested ICANN staff to adjust the repertoire table to be sorted ascendingly by 

Unicode code. The GP planed that the first draft proposal to accompany the repertoire 

xml will be ready to send to the IP in two weeks. 

5. AOB. The chair request for the alternate online meeting tool for the next meeting. The 

tool should provide the screen sharing, chat window and the speaker queue feature. 

 

Action Items  

S. No. Action Items Owner 

1 Simplify the letter to the community calling for the information for 

variant. 

DT 

2 Review the draft Principle for variant analysis and add the special 

cases section. 

ALL 

3 Adjust the repertoire table in the Unicode code ascending order. SH 

4 Complete the first draft of proposal to accompany the repertoire XML. MT 

5 Work with the GP chair to decide the tool for the next meeting. PK 

 


